Run Report - Run 2260 - Swedish national day Run
Run

Hares;

Divot, Pushup

Location;

Pineapple Hotel

It was a dark and wet night on Queens birthday Monday when 13 hardy Hashmen formed a small
circle shivering under an old Bomb shelter behind the Pineapple Hotel
G M Divot explained that the “run of the Year” was set on Sunday by himself & Pushup only to be
washed out totally, Bugger!
Divot then raved on about the exploits of the Vikings with special emphasis on the raping and
pillaging and how they F@#&ed sense into the Irish, English, Scots, Russians Italians and French
as well as The Norman conquest and discovering America inventing Volvos and ABBA
After this the pack was just nodding off when a “Cunning run” was revealed!

Runners were to

run past 9 Hotels and one of them would contain Meatiwhore with a $50 note to buy any runner
who found him a drink.
Bugs, Tinkerbelle JC and Scruffy led the pack off with Bugs running though the car park at the
Aussie Nash, on to the lord Stanley and the Shafton where S.C.Bs Waster, Handjob and others
packed it in.
The front runners JC, T/Belle, Bugs and Scruffy continued on through the rain and sleet but
avoided the Orient and Victory Hotels to return to the Bomb shelter in ¾ hour exactly, Divot
claimed the run was 7.5 ks long but he obviously was bullshitting or can’t add up!
Meanwhile at the Orient Hotel Meatiwhore who by now had drunk most of the $50, as no Hasher
found him, fell off the bar stool and injured his back. He had to take a Taxi home and lie on a floor
board, probably still there next day!!
Run; 11/10

(allowing for degree of difficulty of 4 due to conditions)

Circle; 9

Everyone iced by ass. Monk Pushup.
Double beers for all.

S.O.T.W.

Handjob, but can’t remember why, no SOTW shirt anyway!

ON ON; 7

No $10 Pizza’s due to public holiday! Tinkerbelle’s chips 9/10

On on Divot

Assistant monk Pushup detailing the misdemeanours of the
assembled pack and awarding punishment on the ice.

Turbo and JC were suitably chastised

Verbal Diarrhoea contemplates
how soon he will get off the ice
whilst Dr Who has his nuts
frozen off

